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VIDEO: “Prima Facie Evidence of War Crimes” by
Israel

By Global Research
Global Research, January 21, 2009
Channel Four TV 21 January 2009

Theme: Crimes against Humanity
In-depth Report: PALESTINE

Channel  Four  News journalist  Johnathan Miller  travelled to  Gaza where he interviewed
civilians sheltering in a UN run school attacked by Israel using white phosphorus munitions.

The  attack  –  described  as  “Outrageous”  by  the  UN  Secretary  General  –  was  filmed  by  a
school  worker  on  his  mobile  phone.

Donatella Rovera, an Amnesty International investigator said “We’ve seen Prima Facie that
there have been war crimes”

Stop the War and others have called a protest on Saturday demanding that Israel gets out of
Gaza, that the blockade is lifted, that all borders are opened and that there is a complete
arms embargo on Israel.

Broadcast January 19, 2009

Demonstration For Gaza: Saturday 24 January

Click to download leaflet

Israel Out Of Gaza Now: Lift The Blockade

Assemble 2pm, BBC Broadcasting House
Portland Place, London, W1A 1AA
(Nearest Tube Regents Park and Great Portland Place)
March to Trafalgar Square via Downing Street
Click here for coaches to protest
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